Software License Terms
Unless otherwise provided for in a current signed agreement between Ordering Activity and Hitachi Vantara Federal Corporation
(“HV FED”), located at 11950 Sunset Hills Road, Suite 100, Reston, VA 20190, these Software License Terms (“Software License
Terms”) apply to the HV FED products purchased by Ordering Activity (“Software”). Ordering Activity must read these Software
License Terms under which HV FED will license Software to Ordering Activity. Capitalized terms will have the meanings indicated
in Section 15 below.
SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS
1. License Grant Except as otherwise expressly provided,
HV FED grants Ordering Activity a non-transferable, nonexclusive license:
(a) to Use the Operating Software solely on the HV FED
Equipment with which it is shipped, to enable the
Equipment to function; and
(b) to Use the Programs solely for Ordering Activity’s internal
needs subject to the restrictions specified on any
Equipment used in connection with the Programs. For
capacity-based Programs, Ordering Activity will Use the
Programs up to the specified capacity purchased, on the
relevant equipment, network, device or CPU allowed. If
Ordering Activity wishes to exceed capacity, Ordering
Activity must first execute a new or modified GSA
Customer Purchase Order.
Ordering Activity obtains no title or ownership in any Software
nor does Ordering Activity obtain any right to sublicense the
Software. The Software may be used only as provided in either
machine-readable object code form or machine-compressed
form, and the related documentation may be used only in
printed or electronic form.
2. Open Source Software. Some Software licensed to
Ordering Activity includes Open Source Software, andOrdering
Activity can access a complete list of these licenses for the
Open Source Software provided with HV FED’s or Hitachi Ltd.’s
proprietary Software from the Open Source License Website.
HV FED is required to notify the Ordering Activity of the
foregoing and it is Ordering Activity’s responsibility to review
and adhere to all licenses for Open Source Software. These
Software License terms do not apply to the licenses for Open
Source Software. If the Software licensed by HV FED includes
certain software licensed underthe GNU General Public License
or other similar Open Source Software with a license that
requires the licensor to make the source code publicly available
(“GPL Software”) and the applicable source code was not
included in the Software, thenOrdering Activity may obtain a
copy of the applicable source code for the GPL Software by
either (a) requesting the open source code be mailed to
Ordering Activity by HV FED or
(b) downloading the open source code by following the links on
the Open Source License Website.
3.
Use Restrictions. Except to the extent these restrictions
are prohibited by applicable federal law or prohibited by the
terms of any open source license, Ordering Activity must not,
and must not allow any other person to:
(a) use the Software to conduct comparative or competitive
analyses, including benchmarking; (b) reverse engineer,
decompile, reverse compile, reduce in human readable form
or otherwise access the source code of the Software (c)
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sublicense, rent, lease, modify, enhance, supplement,
create derivative works from the Software; (d) copy the
Software other than as expressly allowed; (e) remove or
otherwise tamper with any proprietary notices contained
on or in the Software; or (f) use or permit the Software to
be used to perform services for third parties, whether on a
service bureau or time sharing basis or otherwise, without
our express written authorization.
4.
Authorized Copies HV FED will provide Ordering
Activity with one copy of the media and documentation for
the Software. For Software licensed under an enterprise
license, HV FED grants to Ordering Activity the right to make
copies of the Software solely for Ordering Activity’s own
internal use, within the scope of the enterprise license.
Ordering Activity may also make one copy of back-up or
archival copies of Software solely for Ordering Activity’s own
internal use. Ordering Activity must reproduce on all copies
made, all proprietary and copyrightnotices contained on or
in the Software.
5.
Software Transfers Except to the extent otherwise
provided in any applicable open source license, Ordering
Activity must not transfer the Software to any other person
or entity, without HV FED’s prior written consent. Ordering
Activity may, however, transfer the Operating Software to
a third party (“transferee”) solely with the related HV FED
Equipment, but Ordering Activity must ensure that the
transferee agrees to the terms of this Agreement. The
Operating Software is provided to thetransferee on an “as
is” basis, with no extension of any existing warranty or
support arrangements. When the transfer is complete,
Ordering Activity must remove and destroy all copies of the
Operating Software in Ordering Activity’s possession or
under Ordering Activity control. Ordering Activity must also
permanently remove all Software from any media upon
which it is stored prior to disposing of the media.
6.
Location of Software If the Equipment upon which
Ordering Activity is authorized to Use the Software becomes
temporarily inoperable, Ordering Activity mayload and use
the Software on another of Ordering Activity’s computer
systems located at the same premises, until the original
Equipment becomes operable. Otherwise, Ordering Activity
must always get HV FED’s prior written consent before
changing the Equipment on which the Software is to be
used, or its location.
7. Limited Warranty Subject to this Section 7, HV FED
warrants to Ordering Activity that, during the Warranty Period,
the Software will function in accordance with the Published
Specifications. To make a valid warranty claim,

Ordering Activity must submit a claim to HV FED under the
procedures
set
out
at
http://www.hds.com/pdf/warranty_and_basic_maintenenance_o
nline_terms.pdf.
EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED IN THESE SOFTWARE LICENSE
TERMS, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS,
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY
IMPLIED
WARRANTIES
OR
CONDITION
OF
MERCHANTABILITY,
SATISFACTORY
QUALITY,
OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT ARE EXCLUDED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY FEDERAL LAW.
HV FED DOES NOT
WARRANT THAT ANY SOFTWARE WILL OPERATE
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.
8.
Ownership and Licenses HV FED and its licensors own
all copyright, trademarks, designs, patents, circuit layout rights,
know-how, trade secrets, trade, business or company names,
domain names and related registration rights and all other
intellectual property rights in the Software, including any
modifications (“Hitachi IP”). Hitachi IP is protected by U.S.
and other copyright laws and the laws protecting trade secret,
other intellectual property rights and confidential information.
Ordering Activity only gets license rights in Software, expressly
stated in these Software License Terms. Except as otherwise
expressly provided by any open source license, Ordering Activity
must not do anything to jeopardize HV FED’s or our licensors’
rights in the Hitachi IP including to (i) copy, modify, merge, or
transmit Hitachi IP; (ii) register or attempt to register any
competing intellectual property rights to the Hitachi IP; (iii)delete
or tamper with any proprietary notices on or in theHitachi IP, (iv)
take or use any action that diminishes the value of any
trademarks included in the Hitachi IP, or (v) use the Software in
violation of applicable law. These restrictions are in addition to
those stated in Article 3.
9.
Intellectual Property Claims Subject to Section 8 and
the exceptions in this Section, if a third party makes a claim
against Ordering Activity that the Software infringes that party’s
patent rights or copyright (“IP Claim”), HV FED will providethe
following recourse (which, to the extent permitted by applicable
law, comprises Ordering Activity’s sole and exclusive remedy
against Us for IP Claims):
(a)

(b)

HV FED will indemnify Ordering Activity against liability and
will pay the amount of damages, losses and costs finally
awarded (or reasonably settled with our written consent),
provided that Ordering Activity (i) promptly notifies HV FED
of the IP Claim and (ii) allows HV FED to intervene in any
litigation, at HV FED’s expense and with counsel of our
choice ;
HV FED will, at its option and cost, do any of the following in
relation to Software which is or HV FED considers is likely to
be the subject of an IP Claim: (i) work with the Government
to secure the rights for Ordering Activity to continue to use
the Software without infringement or (ii) modify the
Software so that it is not infringing or replace it with
something that has similar functionality to the Software. If
neither option is reasonably possible, HV FED will provide
Ordering Activity with a refund, provided that Ordering
Activity promptly returns the Software to HV FED.

The above remedies will not apply to any Third Party Software
(including without limitation any Open Source Software) or
otherwise to any Software that Ordering Activity has, or any
person on Ordering Activity’s behalf has: (i) modified or combined
with any third party product not resold and authorizedor approved
by HV FED, (ii) used outside the stated standard operating
environment for the Software or for an unauthorized
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purpose, or (iii) failed to use a more recent version of the
Software that was available to Ordering Activity and would
have avoided the infringement or where the IP Claim arises
due to any material or item that Ordering Activity owns or
has sourced from a third party itself. Nothing contained herein
shall be construed in derogation of the U.S. Department of
Justice’s right to defend any claim or action brought against
the U.S., pursuant to its jurisdictional statute 28 U.S.C. §516.

10.
Liability Limitations. HV FED acknowledges the full
extent of its liability arising from death or personal injury
resulting from negligent acts or omissions; the non- excludable
statutory rights of consumers (for example, under laws
providing for strict product liability), the breach of any
obligation of confidence, and our breaches of these Software
License Terms. Except for the immediately preceding
sentence, indemnity obligations as described in Section 9 and
to the extent not prohibited by applicable law:
(a)
HV FED’s and Ordering Activity’s maximum
aggregate liability for all claims relating to all Software
licensed to Ordering Activity under these Software License
Terms, whether for breach of contract, breach of warranty or
in tort, including negligence, will be limited to the amount
paid for the particular Software which is the subject matter of
the claim, up to a maximum of two million US dollars (U.S.
$2,000,000); and
(b)
neither Ordering Activity nor HV FED will be liable for
any indirect, punitive, special, incidental or consequential
damages in connection with or arising out of the Software
License Terms (including, without limitation, loss of business,
revenue, profits, goodwill, use, data, or other economic
advantage), however they arise, whether in breach of
contract, breach of warranty or in tort, including negligence,
and even if that party has previously been advised of the
possibility
of
such
damages.
The
foregoing
exclusions/limitations of liability shall not apply (1) to personal
injury or death caused by HV FED’s negligence;
(2) to HV Fed violations that are finally decided by a court of
competent jurisdiction as constituting a false claim pursuant
to the False Claims Act at 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729 - 3733; or

(3)
express remedies provided under any FAR,
GSAR or Schedule 70 solicitation clauses incorporated into
the GSA Schedule 70 contract (4) for any other matter for which
liability cannot be excluded by law.
11.
Confidential Information. Each party must keep
each other’s Confidential Information confidential, using the
same degree of care used to protect our own Confidential
Information. Each party shall not disclose the other party’s
Confidential Information to any third party, unless authorized
in writing.to do so. We can, however, disclose it to our
employees and contractors who need to know the information
in order to perform obligations under these Software License
Terms. When the end user is an instrumentality of the U.S.
Government, neither these Software License Terms nor the
Schedule Price List shall be deemed “confidential information”
notwithstanding marking to that effect. Notwithstanding
anything in this Agreement to the contrary, the GSA
Customer may retain such Confidential Information as

required by law, regulation or its bona fide
document retentionprocedures for legal,
regulatory or compliance purposes; provided
however, that such retained Confidential
Informationwill continue to be subject to the
confidentiality obligations of this Agreement.
12.
Export Compliance. Ordering Activity
acknowledges that United States laws and
regulations regulate the export of computer
products and technology and may prohibit use, sale
or re-export of such products or technology. If
Ordering Activity sells or transfers to another
person or entity or the right to use any Software,
Ordering Activity will ensure that all applicable
U.S. export restrictions are observed.
13. Governing Law. These Software License
Terms will be governed by the Federal laws of the
United States.
14. Miscellaneous. Pursuant to FAR 52.2124(f), neither party will be responsible for any failure
to meet any of our obligations due to matters
beyond our reasonable control provided reasonable
efforts have been made to perform them. Ordering
activity must not assign, or otherwise transfer any
of Ordering Activity’s rights under these Software
License Terms without HV FED’s prior written
agreement. Assignment by HV FED is subject to
FAR 52.232-23 “Assignment of Claims” (Jan. 1986)
and FAR subpart 42.12 “Novation and Change-ofName Agreements” (Sep. 2013). Notices made
under these Software License Terms must be in
writing to a senior executive.Notices will be deemed
given: where they are hand delivered, when a duly
authorized employee or representative of the
recipient gives written acknowledgement of receipt;
for email communication, at the time the
communication enters into the information system
of the recipient; for posting, three days after
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dispatch and for fax, on receipted transmission of
the fax. If either party fails to promptly exercise any
contractual right, this does not of itself mean that
the right has been waived. For a waiver of a right
to be valid, it must be written and signed bythe
waiving party. Any such waiver shall not give rise
to an ongoing waiver or any expectation that the
right will not be enforced, unless it is expressly
stated to do so. These Software License Terms may
not be modified except in writing signed by an
authorized representative of each party. These
Software License Terms, the underlying GSA
Schedule Contract, the Schedule Price List and any
applicable GSA Customer Purchase Orders
constitute the entire agreement relating to its
subject matter and supersede any prior written or
oral communications.
15.

Definitions.

Confidential Information: information that, at
the time of disclosure, is clearly marked as
confidential or in the circumstances would be
considered to be confidential, and is exempt from
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), 5.U.S.C. §552(b), under one or more
exemptions to thatAct.
Equipment:
hardware
and
spare
parts
manufactured by HV FED or Hitachi Ltd., or that HV
FED has authorized Ordering Activity to use with the
Software.
Open Source License Website: the licenses
applicable to Open
Source
Software
listed
at
www.hds.com/corporate/legal/index.html.
[This
reference is included for attribution purposes, as
required by the applicable Open Source Software
license(s)]. Open Source Software: Third party
software, which may be available without charge
for

use, modification or distribution. and generally
licensed underthe GNU GPL, Lesser General Public
License, Apache or other open source software
license.
Published
Specifications:
the
published
Software specifications existing at the time
Ordering Activity ordered Software from HV FED.
These are located at hds.com and may also be
included with the products.
Software: the object code format of (i)
programming
firmware
embedded
in
the
Equipment to enable it to perform its basic
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functions (“Operating Software”) and (ii)
software programs supplied by us (“Programs”)
and (iii) any updates, related documentation and
specifications. Software may include Open Source
Software.
Use: to use Software in live production for
processing data.
Warranty Period: means the ninety-day period following
delivery of the Software.
Ordering Activity: end user of the Software.

